Czech's Survival Is to be Subject of Deutch's Talk

Sudeten German To be Main Topic of Peace Federation Keynote Delegates Of Czech Students

Harvard To Hear Lecturer Reception At Club Afterward

"Will Czechoslovakia Survive?" is the question under discussion for a lecture and open forum sponsored by the T.C.A., the church-philo-

sophy Peace Federation in room 207 of Widener on Friday, October 13.

Principlal Speaker Sudeten

This principal speaker will be Dr. Karl Deutsch, a Czechoslovakian, Ger-

man. Sudeten Nationalist from the Sudeten area. Dr. Deutsch was a dele-

tee in the World Trade Conference at Vienne as the representative of the National Council of Czech Con-

sents.

Next week's meeting in Memorial Salon is for Czechoslovak material for the Deutch, 41, Sudeten.

Dr. Deutsch, a delegate to the WVorld Youth Conference

Sunday, 10:00 p.m., in the Teaching Building, will meet the WVorld Youth Conference

Students in attendance will be the students of Technology, a part of the WVorld Youth Conference

Seniors Are High Third Titors

(Technology's social season and another way last Friday 250 mem-

bers of the incoming class danced in the orchestra room of Technology in the Tech at the annual Freshman Dance. Following the dance, the students met in Radcliffe and Sudomir rooms to bandy stories and discuss the events of the day. The guests de-

vote the Class of 1942 an opportunity to become acquainted and renew

friendships. Joining appear-

ances that evening were: Elizabeth Scott, 11, Ann 
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Radcliffe, Simmons Girls Help Tech Men Bring To Ford's Music
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can more people be able to hear the better speakers, but more interesting speakers can be persuaded to talk to us.

Although it is desirable to have men from industry give lectures on what is happening other places than in a school, there are many professors who might attract some of their own time of giving lectures of general interest. There are a great number of interesting courses and original investigations which might be the subjects from which to draw short talks that would be helpful, not only from an educational standpoint, but also in that they might help new men make up their minds on courses for future study.

In the past, many interesting programs have been presented by various organizations, and it is unfortunate if an organization so clearly in touch with student interest as the Combined Professional Societies, can not take hold of the situation and supply interesting programs in the future.

CONCENTRATE

With trepidation and foreboding the first year men anxiously await their first college quiz on next Friday morning. Success or failure in their first attempt to show the Institute tangible results of elementary instruction will determine to a great extent their future attitude toward their professional studies at the Institute.

It is important in taking a quiz, whether a short test on a department or a comprehensive frame of mind conducive to easy concentration. Often men who have a good command of a subject become quite nervous when confronted by a mnemonic sheet that asks seemingly treacherous questions. Often men enter an examination chamber with their minds on courses for future study.

Most examinations attempt to develop the student's ability toward constructive thinking. Clearness of thought is therefore the prime requisite.

Our advice, then, to you men about to take the quiz, is to have a good breakfast and make certain that you are in a fresh frame of mind. The Institute grade book includes the names of students who have failed in their courses. There are a few that are probably only in the first year, but the rest are the names of upperclassmen who did not attempt to study by making the best use of their time.

We wish to persuade you to concentrate on the subject in hand. Do not stop with thinking. The fact remains that there is a reason for the tendency to think many troubles away.
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Deadline Set for Touch Tournament First Round Games

All Teams Not Playing First Round by October 17 Are Defeated

Phi Mu Delfts Confident

This fall Beaver, Jenk junior honorary, will expand the inter-fraternity fraternities to include all alumni. Students sponsored by the fraternity, the Quad-fraternity, to include the fraternity's core. It was the first year that all other than fraternities who have played in this competition and also the first time a cup will be presented to the winner by the Beaver Key Society. Points amassed in this sport will now be awarded the top cup which also is given by the Beaver Key Society as the group which collects the largest total of points for all sports.

Field Day

The schedule of events that count in the Field Day scoring system are:

1. Cross country in the morning.
2. Football game on Tech Field in afternoon.
3. Tag-Death: twenty men per team on Tech Field.
4. Twelve man relay race on Tech Field.

'Allir especially designed for the Track.

Hockey Forwards For Tech Look Very Good

About 16 Veterans Remain for This Season

Several weeks after last year's skating season ended, this year's season is promised to Tech. Captain G. W. B. Wickham, '40, chairman of the Beaver Men's Hockey Club, has been notified that the Boston Bruins, and the manager, Rumsey, '40, chairman of the Beaver Men's Hockey Club, will open the new season Saturday, October 22, with the Boston Bruins, and the management will, naturally, be held to the same standard. This season has been cut down to only one in the entire history of the first year that groups other than fraternities and even deaths. Since then, the 1937 freshman team, which won the trophy in seven years. According to past records, the Class of 1936 must be played in the line of scrimmage. The first year that groups other than fraternities and even deaths. Since then, the 1937 freshman team, which won the trophy in seven years. According to past records, the Class of 1936 must be played in the line of scrimmage. The first year that groups other than fraternities and even deaths. Since then, the 1937 freshman team, which won the trophy in seven years. According to past records, the Class of 1936 must be played in the line of scrimmage.

3. Keep the score and record it in the official minutes.
4. Insure the accuracy of the scorebook.
5. Keep the scorebook and score at all times.

Team Gets Prepared

As Low As

1938-39 Freshman team

The Metropolitan League

Done by Women

Spend your gimmems in the neighborhood on the Metropolitan League,

CANTON 0210
Monday Club Will Hold Meeting Tomorrow

Mountain-climbing Is Set for Weekend

Activities of the M.I.T. Mountaineering Club will begin with the showing of a motion picture film entitled "Mountaineering in the Dollyvate Alps," at the first meeting of the season to be held tomorrow at 5:30 p.m. in room 1409. Plans for the fall program will also be discussed.

A mountain-climbing trip to the Presidential Range of the White Mountains is scheduled for this coming weekend. Members will leave early Saturday morning, equipped with sleeping bags for camping in shelters at Hermit Lake, Mount Washington.

To Scale Pinnacle

The group plans to scale the Pinnacle in Huntington Ravine, while another will probably go over to the northern peaks. All those interested are requested to sign on the bulletin board opposite the Captain's office.

Dean's List

(Continued from page 11)

The third list is kept by their totals up.

Ever since the depression scholars have used the three per cent, set in the first term of scholastic depression. A record of 721, 1831-34 held for four years although it was threatened more times.

750 is Record

Term before last, a new record, 791, or 27 per cent was made, terminating that "scholarship" is at present, large from the figures. This present list of 482 looks at first sight rather high, but closer examination reveals that since the second term Dean's List always omits the graduating class, the percentage is actually but 3 per cent lower than the heart.

STUDENT RECEPTION . . . Thursday, October 6, 8 P. M. . .

TRINITY CHURCH

Speakers
Copley Square, Boston
Dancing

"Sign up with these

... you could man a fleet with the fellows asking for Chestfielders today!"

Millions of smokers are signing up with Chestfielders... glad to find a cigarette that has what they want... refreshing MILDESS better TASTE pleasing AROMA.

And here's why... Chestfielders give you the best ingredients a cigarette can have... mild ripe tobacco and burley... and better for the smoker.

But Satisfy... with MORE PLEASURE for millions.